
Gauri Pandey 

Lifestyle accessory designer 

Date of Birth:  
19th April 1982, Kannauj, U.P, India 

Contacts:  
Phone: +919810644772, +919099222405 
Email: gauri_pandey@nid.edu, gauri.april19@gmail.com 
Blog: tossadesign.wordpress.com and tossalifestyle.wordpress.com 

Languages Known:  
Hindi and English 
 

Qualification: 

-2008-2010, Post-Graduate Diploma in Lifestyle Accessory Design from the National Institute of Design, 

Ahmedabad, India, www.nid.edu 

-2004-05, Post-graduate Diploma in Apparel Merchandising Management from the Pearl Academy of 

Fashion, New Delhi, www.pearlacademy.com 

-2001-2004, Honors in Textiles from the University of Lucknow  

Projects at NID: 

Innovation with textiles:  The brief was about discovering innovative ways of working with traditional 

textile techniques. It involved exploring with a technique across varied conventional, unconventional 

and new materials to develop structures and surfaces.  

Course derivative- ‘Fabric Fossils’- combining crochet and stoneware to create a range of innovative 

tableware 

Concept Jewelry: The course objective was to understand the role and relevance of jewelry in the Indian 

tradition and design jewelry for the contemporary scenario. It involved identifying an area with scope of 

design intervention due to changing lifestyle and perspective. 

Course derivative-‘Sensorial Jewelry’- revisiting the’ traditional gajara’ and designing a range of 

contemporary hair accessories which can incorporate fresh flowers for an olfactic sensorial experience 

‘Flower flash’- A collection of 15 jewelry pieces showcased at the India international jewelry week 

(IIJW), Mumbai 2010. An all metal collection inspired from the Indian tradition of wearing fresh 

flowers on the body. 

Designing for a Niche market- The course objective was to design personal accessories for a niche 

consumer market in India. It involved studying a designer’s style, building a client profile by mapping 

consumer demographics and psychographics and then finally designing exclusively for that client, 

following the language of the designer.  



Course derivative- ‘Convertible’ evening hand bag following the design language of fashion designer 

Anuj Sharma 

‘Gifts with feeling’- The course objective was emotive design, i.e. creating products with feeling. It 

involved discovering my intimate experience and bringing in that intimate feeling tangibly in a product. 

Course derivative-‘Huggable stones’- bring in the intimate emotive experience of ‘a hug’ in natural 

pebbles which can be held in the hands 

Form Studies- The objective was to develop an understanding about forms in nature and how form and 

function co-exists. It involved form abstraction and simplification, giving attributes and understanding 

the relationship of any form to its environment. 

Course derivative- ‘Nurture’- baby feeding bottle and pill box inspired from onion buds and  an 

innovative ‘lady’s hanger’ 

 ‘Itra Industry of Kannauj’- The course objective was to study a craft and its ecosystem. It involved 

observing, imbibing and documenting the craft and understanding its relevance and role in the bigger 

scenario and suggesting areas of design intervention. 

Course Derivative- ‘Itra-nama’ a documented record of the Itra industry of Kannauj, the perfume capital 
of India 
 
Spaces for 2030- The course objective was to design futuristic spaces and interiors. It involved building 

future lifestyle scenario through storytelling, applying an intuitive approach towards what the future is 

going to be in terms of spaces and interiors, also involved maintaining a journal to record trends spotted 

through observations and readings 

Course derivative- ‘Furnitecture’, products which will become spaces and spaces which will become 

product, especially for the future automobiles. 

 Inclusive design- The course objective was to understand and design for consumers with special/specific 

needs in a real life scenario. Elderly in India was the chosen consumer group. It involved consumer 

mapping, psycho-analysis and ethnographic research and suggesting areas of design intervention. 

Course derivative- ‘Hand-mate’-A simplified communication device for women to facilitate recreation 

among peer group and family. 

Workshops: 

Craft Workshop with “Khameer” Kutch NGO- The course objective was to study the design possibilities 

with the craft to increase its market. It involved a SWOT analysis of the craft, craftsmen and their skills 

through field visit, building client profile and finally technique manipulation. 

Course derivative- ‘Colors of Kutch’ in cut-work leather containers 



Renault India Trend for 2030: The workshop objective was to spot trends in the Indian automobile 

industry of 2030. It involved extensive brain storming on current lifestyle trends as a multi-disciplinary 

team followed by future persona and scenario building. 

Trends in electronics for Samsung: The workshop objective as a team was to suggest trends in 

electronics in 2010 in India. It involved developing themes,  mood boards and suggesting colors and 

graphics 

Project at the Pearl Academy of Fashion: 

Dissertation project on Developing Range Architecture for Domestic Indian Women’s wear brands. It 

involved extensive market research and retail format study. The project provided a guideline for starting 

a brand in the domestic setup.  

Work Experience: 

Design Internship: At INSIDE TRADING, New Delhi. INSIDE in a lifestyle brand and has its stores in Hong 

kong, also is a trading company with buyers like Citta-design, New Zeland, Lombok and Nikki Jones from 

UK, John Lewis etc. the company is owned by a British couple. www.insidetrading.com  

Internship (3 months)- worked on graphics for hand-painted kids furniture collection to be launched in 

AW 11-12, in-house displays for buyer visits, product photo shoot, press-release and brochures.  

Diploma project- Designed a collection of desk top accessories, vanity products for men and women in 

leather. Also, a limited furniture range in leather including poufs, stools, coffee tables etc. 

 Oct 2007- March 2008 at Fab India, New-Delhi as junior merchandiser- was involved in sampling, 

sourcing and collection planning  

Dec 2005-Dec 2006 at Crystopal Impex, Golf Links, New Delhi as junior merchandiser- was responsible 

for sourcing, in-house sampling and buyer interaction 

May-July 2004 at ‘W’-TCNS Clothing Pvt Ltd., Gurgaon, internship project on range planning- was 

involved in developing retail formats and marketing strategy for introducing a new range of women’s 

western wear  

  

Personal Strengths:  

Focused, good time-manager, enjoy doing and learning new things, intuitive 

Core Strengths at work:  

 Trend Research, Persona –scenario building and consumer psycho-analysis, form aesthetics, color, 

materials and trims, visual presentation, efficient communication and articulation 

Computer Skills:  

Adobe Photoshop cs4 extended, Adobe Indesign cs4, Coral Draw x4, Alias SketchBook pro and Autodesk 

2010 

http://www.insidetrading.com/


Achievements: 
15th August 2010, solo debut at the India International Jewellery Week, Mumbai   
2010, starting my own Blog ‘Tossa design’ and ‘Tossa lifestyle’ for costume jewelry 
 
Awarded for: 
2003, 2004 scoring highest in Textiles at University level 
2003 scoring highest in Chemistry at University level 
1999, 2001best hand-writing in High-school and Intermediate 
s1999, collecting highest amount (in the school) for the earthquake relief fund 
 

Hobbies: 

Reading Spiritual and self-motivational books and literature, experimenting with cooking, gardening 

Reference person: 
Academics- 
Ms. Shimul Mehta Vyas 
Mentor, Lifestyle Accessory Design 
The National Institute of Design 
Ahmedabad 
Contact: +919824087149 
 
 


